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PageGroup is a leading global recruitment specialist, providing a local,  

tailored service to our clients.

> 7,500
employees globally

139
offices

37
countries

PageGroup plc was established in the United Kingdom in 1976. Since this time, we have grown to be one of the

world’s most successful recruitment organisations with a market capitalisation of GBP 1.16 billion and we are

listed on the London Stock Exchange as a FTSE 250 company.

For over forty years PageGroup, comprising Page Executive, Michael Page, Page Personnel and Page

Outsourcing, has been recognised nationally and internationally as a leading provider of quality recruitment

services.

ISO 27001 Global Accreditation

PageGroup proudly achieved global accreditation to standard ISO 27001 in November

2020, this standard demonstrates we have defined and put in place best-practice

information security processes. PageGroup is the first major recruitment organisation to

have achieved this standard. Our accreditation to this standard provides our customers

with additional peace of mind in our security management practices.

ESG Ratings

PageGroup is proud to receive an A rating by leading MSCI ESG rating agency, confirming

our belief that our ESG strategy positively contributes to the environment and society

today as well as for the future.

The ISS Governance rating agency has awarded PageGroup the top rating of 1,

demonstrating that our governance and control framework positively contributes to our

organisation as well as our wider supply chain.

PAGEGROUP – COMPANY PROFILE
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Operating in the Middle East since 2006, the business has established a strong position in the market and is led 

by a management team with over 100 years of combined international and regional recruitment experience. 

▪ 60+ Employees across 15 Teams 

▪ 15 Specialist Disciplines

▪ Full Regional Coverage

▪ Local Sector-specific Networks

▪ 43,000+ Applicants per Month on Average

▪ National and Expatriate Sourcing

▪ 600,000+ Registered Candidates in the Region

Our specialist disciplines include:

Banking & Financial Services

Consultancy, Strategy & Change 

Digital

Engineering & Manufacturing

Finance & Accounting

Healthcare & Life Sciences

Human Resources

Legal

Marketing

Procurement & Supply Chain

Property & Construction

Oil & Gas

Retail

Sales

Secretarial & Office Support

Technology

Page Executive

Page Executive is the Group’s executive search business

and offers a range of search, selection and management

solutions for organisations needing to attract and retain their

leadership talent, managed by our most experienced

Directors who recruit on a regional basis.

Michael Page

Michael Page is the original PageGroup brand and is

normally established as the first business in each new

country we enter. Operating at the qualified professional and

management level, Michael Page recruits on a permanent,

temporary, contract or interim basis.

Page Personnel

Page Personnel offers specialist recruitment services to

organisations requiring professional clerical and junior

management employees. Providing placements in

permanent, temporary or contract roles for both technical

and administrative support.

Page Outsourcing

Our Page Outsourcing brand understands what goes into

opening within new markets, staffing an expanding offer,

developing employer branding, or rapidly scaling an existing

or new business model.

Within our four businesses we have teams that

specialise by profession and sector, meaning that we

offer true specialist expertise across the widest range of

business areas.
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The business serves all areas of the healthcare industry, encompassing:

PageGroup has dedicated healthcare recruiters in our Middle East business. So

no matter the professionals you need, you will always deal with a consultant that

is experienced in recruiting healthcare experts, for that profession, in the region.

We are the advisor of choice for Medical Businesses who are seeking

consultancy on hiring specialist staff across Healthcare, Medical Devices,

Pharmaceuticals. We draw on our national and international network to source

and supply the most highly skilled and specialised candidates supporting the

development process from initial discovery to commercial delivery.

OUR HEALTHCARE PRACTICE

We recruit Medical, Back office and Operations positions across the Middle East including UAE, Saudi Arabia,

Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman & Levant region. We cover all major industries including:

▪ Clinics and Hospitals

▪ Governmental institutions and Health Authorities

▪ Diagnostics Laboratories

▪ Healthcare Technology Companies

EXECUTIVE ROLES

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Medical Officer

Chief Operation Officer

Head of Department

Chief Nursing Officer

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL

Doctors and Physicians

Nurses and Nurses in charge

Veterinarians 

Therapists

Dentists

Midwives

Psychologists 

Allied Health professionals 

LABORATORIES

Laboratory Director

Laboratory Manager 

Laboratory Technicians

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

Quality and Accreditation 

Human Resource 

Procurement and Supply Chain 

Office Management and Secretariat 

Finance and Legal

Digital, Data and Technology 

Strategy and PMO 
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In additional to our market leading database and international search capability, we also offer 

our ReachTalent candidate sourcing solutions which include a wide range of online and 

offline channels that target both active and passive candidates. 

Digital
We ensure that your recruitment need, where

appropriate, receives maximum exposure online

across candidate attraction channels designed to find

the right candidate for your business and showcase

your employer brand. We have a dedicated in-house

team of digital experts to optimise and manage this

invest significantly each year within the Middle East

across online advertising, website development,

search engines and content marketing to ensure we

are the market leader online.

Extensive international database
To ensure only the most suitable professionals are

presented to our clients, candidates are only registered

on the database once they have been interviewed and

screened by a consultant. All information is updated on a

real time basis to ensure accuracy.

Market mapping and targeted search
Every need is different and for particularly senior or niche

roles, our in-house research team and experienced

senior consulting staff can “map” markets locally,

regionally and globally to find the best candidate for you.

Advertising
As one of the largest recruitment advertisers in the

Middle East region, we can secure prime media

positioning which in turn ensures maximum

response.

International sourcing
We are one of the few recruitment companies with a

team specifically dedicated to sourcing candidates from

around the world.

Social media
We are LinkedIn’s number one most socially

engaged recruiter with a growing following of more

than 2.7M professionals.

Networks and referrals
We have built up an extensive candidate and contact

network over the last 40 years of operation. Each

consultant also has a personal network of contacts from

which to gauge interest solicit referrals and find you the

best available talent.

HOW WE SOURCE YOU THE BEST TALENT
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Know your business

We want to establish and develop a partnership that

enables us to really understand your organisation’s

values, background and vacancy specifications. This can

involve spending time in store, at head office or with a

specific manager. It allows us to not only understand

your requirements but to really get a feel for your

business.

Service level agreements

As part of the partnership, we work with you to develop a

service level agreement that ensures our expertise,

network, consultative and specialised approach fulfils

your recruitment needs. We can generate bespoke

reports to cover different timescales including a

weekly/monthly/quarterly/annual, or cumulative. The

results from the management information provide a basis

for discussion during our regular meetings.

Know the candidate

We take time to get to know candidates to ensure we

only put forward candidates who are not just technically

competent, but fit with the values of your business.

Added value

• Full consultation from industry and function specialists

with expert knowledge on the local market conditions

and local candidate availability

• Full use of PageGroup’s marketing department for the

design and implementation of online and press

advertised campaigns

• Some of the most competitive advertising rates

• Psychometric or behavioural testing upon request

• Help and guidance for competency based interview

techniques

• The design and delivery of assessment programmes,

including the facilitation of assessment centres

• Management information reporting, providing regular

reviews of our service

• Salary surveys and benchmarking – we collect detailed

information through our candidate registration process

and record current salaries, benefits, length of

employment, reasons for leaving, locations, and other

data which can provide guidance on retention issues,

candidate attraction and competitive compensation

• Account reviews and service development
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We have bespoke campaigns to ensure the best candidates are sourced for our clients.

Our approach is genuinely consultative and will be tailored to your requirements and job category. We design bespoke campaigns and recruitment 

programmes for each individual assignment using the most appropriate recruitment methods for sourcing the best quality candidates.

Consultation

Our specialist consultants engage in full 

consultation with hiring managers. The

nature of the vacancy will be discussed, 

and the recruitment method agreed. The 

consultant will provide advice and an 

implementation plan for the proposed search, and 

the project scope and key assumptions will be defined.

Candidate commencement

We will manage the candidate’s integration into 

their new position with regular contact following 

their commencement. We will also maintain 

communication with hiring managers to aid 

long-term retention of the employee.

Candidate assessment 

and selection

All candidates are interviewed using 

competency based interviewing techniques 

in order to ensure that the person specification is 

met and qualitative values are established. We can provide a  

comprehensive range of aptitude, technical, numerical, verbal 

and psychometric tests appropriate to the roles as required 

by the hiring manager. We are experienced in the design, 

management and facilitation of assessment centres. 

Suitable candidates will be comparatively assessed, 

and a shortlist will be drawn up.

Shortlist presentation

We present a targeted shortlist of detailed CVs 

and accompanying notes to the hiring manager. 

All candidates presented for consideration are 

fully briefed on the role requirements and 

presented with a job description, client profile, 

and a salary indication.

Interviews arranged

We co-ordinate interviews and testing as 

required ensuring minimum disruption to the 

hiring manager. We will also obtain feedback 

from all parties and manage the response to the 

candidate in a manner that retains the professional 

integrity of the client.

Offer management

We liaise with each candidate in communicating 

the job offer whilst providing consistent and 

clear updates to the hiring manager throughout 

the process.

Methodology

We conduct a candidate search using our 

extensive databases and network of contacts. 

Where appropriate we will also design, produce, 

and manage advertising campaigns. We will 

determine candidate interest, and initiate dialogue. 

Our consultants will report on the number and quality 

of potential candidates to the hiring manager.

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU
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Healthcare and Life Sciences Talent Trends eBook

We interviewed 200 of our Healthcare and Life Sciences consultants from across the world to uncover the

trends that you need to know – and how those trends may affect your talent acquisition efforts.

In this eBook, you will discover:

• Why candidates reject your job offers. Hint: it's because of talent mobility

• What you need to offer talent in a growing remote work culture with limited travel options

• Discover successful innovative and flexible approaches to talent attraction

• Identify opportunities that our partners from China, Spain, France, the UK, and Saudi Arabia have

discovered
DOWNLOAD

Webinar: Trends, Challenges and Opportunities in Healthcare and Life Sciences 

WATCH THE RECORDING

The Healthcare and Life Sciences sector is receiving an unprecedented spotlight in the region, given its

critical role in improving people’s lives. With regulatory changes, heavy investment and new technologies,

companies in this sector are advancing at an accelerated pace. Given this context, this webinar will explore

the opportunities and challenges, as well as the importance of talent for a sustainable health-care system.

Salary Guide & Hiring Insights 2022: Healthcare and Life Sciences 

Michael Page's Salary Guide and Hiring Insights 2022 for South Africa highlights the salary benchmarks for

key roles across different disciplines and sectors, as well as the top positions in demand, the skills and

experience employers are looking for, and our recommendations to hiring or talent challenges faced by the

industry. Download now.

DOWNLOAD THE GUIDE

MARKET INSIGHTS 

https://www.michaelpage.ae/healthcare-and-life-sciences-trends/hls21?ac=
https://www.michaelpage.ae/ebook/uae-salary-guide-hiring-insights-2022
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SALES, MARKETING AND TECHNICAL POSITIONS

Andy is a Senior Manager across the Healthcare & Life Sciences divisions within PageGroup

Middle East. He specialises in recruiting senior positions across the UAE and Northern Gulf.

Andy joined PageGroup in the UK in January 2015, specialising in Consumer and HLS

sectors across the Southwest region. After quickly gaining his promotion to Consultant in April

2015, he joined the Dubai office in October 2015. Andy graduated from a leading UK

university in 2012 with a Bachelor of Science (Hons) degree in Psychology, specialising in

Work and Organisation Psychology.

T: +971 4 709 0345 |   E: andygeorgeson@michaelpage.ae

ANDY GEORGESON  |  Senior Manager (Executive Positions – UAE & Northern Gulf) 

ZEINEB DAGHFOUS  |  Senior Consultant (Senior Positions – UAE & Northern Gulf) 

T: +971 54 307 0849 | E: zeinebdaghfous@michaelpage.ae

Zeineb is a Biochemical Engineer having studied in INSA Toulouse & IAE Paris in France.

She has more than five years of work experience in the Healthcare sector. She is

responsible for all Commercial and Technical positions within the Healthcare and Life

Sciences sector across the UAE and Northern Gulf.

She started her career working for Pierre Fabre Medicament in Tunisia in the quality control

laboratory. Then, she had the opportunity to join the Faculty of Medicine of Leipzig in

Germany to study a membrane receptor using various biochemical techniques.

Her last professional experience was for a consulting company, Altran Technologies, where

she supported several laboratories (Sanofi, Sanofi Pasteur, GSK, etc.) by providing

consulting services especially in the fields of Sales, Manufacturing, Regulatory Affairs, and

Medical Affairs.

VALENTIN DEMANDE  |  Manager (Senior Positions – Saudi Arabia) 

T: +971 4 709 0306 | E: valentindemande@michaelpage.ae

Valentin is a Manager in PageGroup’s Saudi Arabia team, responsible for Healthcare & Life

Science and Sales & Marketing (B2B and B2C).

Valentin joined PageGroup at the beginning of 2018 in the Johannesburg office as a

Consultant and worked his way up to Manager. He led the Healthcare & FMCG divisions for

Sub-Sahara Africa. Prior to transitioning into recruitment, he worked at Procter & Gamble in a

Project Management position in Paris. He then moved to Chile where he worked in

recruitment for 2 years.

He speaks fluent Spanish, English and French. Valentin graduated with a Bachelor in

Business Management, as student athlete, from Georgia Southwestern State University in the

United States.
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HUMAN RESOURCES

T: +971 4709 0326 | E: hayleywilkins@michaelpage.ae

HAYLEY WILKINS  |  Senior Manager

Hayley has been with Michael Page Middle East for 8+ years and has overall 11 years of

recruitment experience starting in the UK. She currently manages the HR practice and

personally specialises in senior HR recruitment across the region. She is also Senior

Manager for Customer Engagement for the PageGroup in the Middle East.

She has a large network of HR professionals in the region with a strong track record of

placing HR candidates across all sectors. She also is the main contact for our key clients

along with leading the growth of new relationships with new clients.

Taher is a tri-lingual Tunisian national with 8+ years of work experience within the Life

Sciences sector, in both the pharma industry as a consultant & recruitment. Taher holds a

Chemical Engineering degree and a Research & Development Master's degree from Paul

Sabatier University.

TAHER TOUMI  |  Senior Consultant (Junior to Mid-Level Positions – UAE & Northern Gulf) 

T: +971 4709 0337 | E: tahertoumi@michaelpage.ae

Lara is responsible for all placing junior-mid level Healthcare roles (Hospitals, Laboratories,

Clinics) in UAE & Northern Gulf. She is a licensed Dietician with hospital experience.

LARA HAIDOUS  |  Associate Consultant (Junior to Mid-Level Positions – UAE & Northern Gulf) 

T: +971 4709 0368 | E: larahaidous@michaelpage.ae
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FINANCE 

T: +971 4709 0323 | E: binditabaksi@michaelpage.ae

Bindita is a Senior Consultant within the Finance and Accounting team. She specializes

in the recruitment of junior to mid-level finance and accounting assignments across

Retail, Pharma, FMCG, Professional Services, Hospitality sectors within the UAE and

Northern Gulf.

Bindita started her recruitment career at Michael Page and has over 3 years of

recruitment experience. She was raised in Dubai and completed her Master’s in

Business Management from Warwick Business School, University of Warwick before

joining Michael Page.

BINDITA BAKSI  |   Senior Consultant 

ADAM MAN-CHEUNG | Senior Director

T: +971 4709 0341 | E: adammancheung@michaelpage.ae

Adam is the Senior Director of the UAE & Northern Gulf operation for PageGroup

Middle East and is responsible for leading specialist recruitment teams across Finance,

Banking & Financial Services, Procurement/ Supply Chain, Engineering &

Manufacturing and Office Support. Adam graduated from Sheffield University, UK with a

Bachelors in Accounting & Business, and joined PageGroup in 2003 – building on his

academic knowledge of accounting & finance, Adam focused on recruiting finance

professionals who have gone on to have significant impact on their businesses,

industries and the economy. Over the past few years, Adam has transitioned out of

CFO recruitment and into a leadership role with PageGroup.

He continues to remain heavily networked within the C-Suite community and is a

trusted advisor to a wide breadth of clients spanning various industries, sizes and

geographies. With over 11 years of specific Middle East experience, he prides himself

on offering the best tailormade solutions which are built on his diverse experience and

proven best practices.
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PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY CHAIN

OUR TEAM

Salim has been managing the Procurement and Supply Chain, as well as Engineering and

Manufacturing desks for PageGroup Middle East since 2015. He recruits mid-to senior-level

candidates for local, national and multinational organisations. He has a strong depth of

experience in recruiting technical, operations and engineering-based professionals.

He joined PageGroup in 2010 in France, recruiting Engineering and Manufacturing

professionals in Paris, also managing a team of consultants.

T: +971 4 709 0352 |   E: salimaichour@michaelpage.ae

SALIM AICHOUR  |  Senior Manager

Shehryar specializes in the recruitment of entry-level to senior executive Procurement &

Supply Chain roles across all industries. He has successfully placed talent in, among others,

Higher Education, Hospitality, Manufacturing, Public Sector, Professional Services, and

Diversified Conglomerates.

Following his graduation from Indiana University’s Kelley School of Business, Shehryar

acquired internship experience in Investment Banking and Auditing, after which he joined

Michael Page as a Researcher supporting Finance, Procurement, and CXO mandates.

T: +971 4 709 0351 |   E: Shehryarriaz@michaelpage.ae

SHEHRYAR RIAZ  |  Senior Consultant

ZEINA KARRIT  |  Business Manager 

T: +971 4 709 0335 | E: zeinakarrit@michaelpage.ae

Zeina has 8 years of experience recruiting for the Food and FMCG sectors in the Middle

East. At Michael Page, she is responsible for the development of the Engineering &

Manufacturing division in the region with a specific focus on the Food and FMCG sectors.

DIGITAL AND TECHNOLOGY

Ian leads the Technology, Strategy, Legal, Data and Digital disciplines for the UAE &

Northern Gulf region. He has over 15 years’ recruitment experience, with 7 years in the

Middle East and 8 years in the UK. During his 7+ years with PageGroup, Ian has

personally managed executive headhunting assignments for professionals in Technology,

Data, Digital and Strategy across a range of sectors.

Ian moved to the Middle East initially based in Saudi Arabia where he managed an

international headhunting team for the International University, KAUST.

T: +971 4 709 0320 |   E: ianpollington@michaelpage.ae

IAN POLLINGTON  |  Associate Director 

Ruwise recruits top Information Security and IT Operations talent for organisations across

multiple industries. Raised in the UAE, he is a graduate of the American University of

Sharjah, where he completed a Bachelors in Communication.

T: +971 4 709 0393 |   E: ruwisesheriff@michaelpage.ae

RUWISE SHERIFF  |  Consultant
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